Theory of dust and dust-void structures in the presence of the ion diffusion.
A dust void is a dust-free region inside the dust cloud that often develops for conditions relevant to plasma processing discharges and complex plasma experiments. A distinctive feature of the void is a sharp boundary between the dust and dust-free regions; this is manifested especially clear when dissipation in the plasma is small and discontinuity of the dust number density appear. Here, the structure of the dust void boundary and the distribution of the dust and plasma parameters in the dust structure bordering the void is analyzed taking into account effects of dissipation due to the ion diffusion on plasma neutrals. The sharp boundary between the dust and void regions exists also in the presence of the ion diffusion; however, only derivatives of the dust density, dust charge, electron density and electric field are discontinuous at the void boundaries, while the functions themselves as well as derivatives of the ion drift velocity and the ion density are continuous. Numerical calculations demonstrate various sorts of diffusive dust void structures; the possibility of singularities in the balance equations caused by the diffusion process inside the dust structures is investigated. These singularities can be responsible for a new type of shocklike structures. Other structures are typically self-organized to eliminate the singularities. Numerical computations in this case demonstrate a set of thin dust layers separated by high density thin dust clouds similar to the multiple-layer dust structures observed in the laboratory and in the upper ionosphere. The possibility for existence of a few equilibrium positions of the void boundary is discussed.